Library Services Across the Research Lifecycle

- Idea Development
  - Find background literature
  - Utilize research tools effectively
  - Locate data sources
  - Identify collaborators
  - [Prototype with 3D printing]

- Funding
  - Learn grant seeking tools
  - Identify specific grant opportunities
  - Find alternative funding sources

- Proposal
  - Prepare data management plan
  - Describe data
  - Navigate repository options
  - Track compliance with NIH Public Access Policy

- Conducting
  - Manage citations
  - Review IRB and IACUC protocols
  - Conduct systematic reviews
  - [Mine data and text]
  - [Identify and use data analysis and visualization tools]

- Disseminating
  - Select journals
  - Identify open access journals in field
  - Manage copyright
  - Design effective posters
  - Cite grants
  - Track research impact
  - Deposit work in digital repository

[ ] = service in development


Accelerate Your Research

The Research Hub @ HSL offers services to researchers, faculty and students at every stage of their research process. Librarians at HSL specialize in research in the clinical and biomedical sciences and can serve as your partners on research teams, providing informationist and data management support, guidance in compliance with the NIH Public Access Policy.

Contact us for:
- Consultation
- Instruction
- Collaboration
- Workshops/Events

Opening Spring 2015

MEET the specialist librarians who can work with you and your students on projects involving systematic reviews, grant funding searches, data management, and much more.

GET inspired to incorporate new technologies, research, and tools into your work.

LEARN about the Hub’s new work and event spaces, campus partners, and training opportunities.

Asklib.hsl.unc.edu